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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we restrict ourselves to the equations of an inviscid, incom- 
pressible fluid acted on by a constant gravitational face. They are 
ffz + vy = 0 
i uu, + vu, + g(r + Y)z = 0 , 0 <Y -=l 49, -CO<X<oO. (El 
uv, + ‘uvy + & + y)2I = 0 I 
?I and v are, respectively, the horizontal and vertical components of the 
velocity, p,,grr the pressure, pa the constant mass density, g the gravitational 
constant, and y = q(x) the free surface of the fluid. 
On the fixed surface y = 0, 
v(x, 0) = 0, (BC-1) 
while on the free surface y = y(x), 
and 
Our goal is to obtain the existence of standing, periodic wave solutions 
of (E)-(BC-3). Th ese solutions will be perturbations of and have the same 
gross properties as a simple shear flow: 
rl(4 = h and (u, vu, n> = (~[(l--)h+2Wl,O,h-Y). (1.1) 
Here h > 0, 0 < p < 1, and U, > 0 is the mean velocity of the flow. The 
parameter p measures the shear of the underlying base flow. Of course, such 
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shear flows satisfy (E)-(BC-3). Our methods apply, in principle, to perturba- 
tions of more general base flows of (E)-(BC-3), i.e., to solutions of the form 
d4 = h and (u, v> r> = (U(Y), 0, h - Y), 
where U > 0, U’ > 0 and U” < 0. 
U.2) 
The computations for such flows are more tedious. We are forced to 
determine mappings p(t/) and R(#) satisfying 
# = jr”’ U(s) ds and R(#) = u’(y(#)), 0 < # < j: U(s) ds. 
We are also forced to solve a system of integral equations for the free surface 
and the perturbed stream function rather than a single equation for the free 
surface. The reason for this is that the analog of the boundary value problem 
(3.6) is not solvable in closed form. 
The novel feature of our method is that we use the velocity potential r 
and stream function s of an associated irrotational flow problem as indepen- 
dent variables. The use of such coordinates in the analysis of irrotational 
water waves is well known; for example, see [l]-[4]. Their application to 
flows with vorticity seems new. The choice of such coordinates has the 
obvious advantage that it maps a given free boundary value problem in the 
x-y plane into an equivalent problem on a fixed strip in the r-s plane. More 
importantly, this particular choice of coordinates leaves the Laplace operator 
unchanged. Thus the differential equation to be solved in the r-s plane is of 
the form: [A# + lower order nonlinear terms in I/ = 0] [see Eq. (E”)]. This 
should be contrasted with the method employed by Benjamin [S]. He showed 
that the original free boundary value problem could be transformed into an 
equivalent problem on a strip in the X-S plane. The unpleasant feature 
of his new problem is that the differential equation to be solved is nonlinear 
in the second order terms. 
2. FORMULATION OF AN EQUIVALENT PROBLEM 
In this section we formulate a problem which is equivalent to (E)-(BC-3). 
Suppose (u, w, m, 7)(x, y) satisfy (E)-(BC3). Then (E), implies the 
existence of a streamfunction I/ such that 
u = *II and v = -*,, 
while (E)a and (E)a , together with (2.1), imply that the vorticity 
R = *, - eg: = #z, + k,r 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
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is constant on streamlines # = constant; i.e., the existence of a function 
R($) such that 
323 + *WI = %% 0 < Y -=c +9* -02 <x < co.1 (2.3) 
The last relation implies that (E)a and (E)a may be rewritten as 
v $x2 + *?I2 +g(rr 
( 2 
Here H is such that dH/d# = I?(#). 
then yield constants Cr-C, such that 
and 
t y) - H(#)j = 0. (2.4) 
Equations (BC-I)-(BC-3) and (2.4) 
= 1, c 
= 2, c 
h2 ; h” (x, y) + g(” + Y) - W,W, Y) = G e 
For the simple shear flow, 
q=h and (% 894 = (4 [Cl - tL)h + 2~~1, 0, h -Y) 
# = ++ L-U - PL) hy i- PY~], (2.5) 
R(4) = 2Udi (2.6) 
HV) = 2’J,tNh, (2.7) 
c, = 0, (2.8) 
C, = U,h, (2.9) 
and 
C 3 -I- H(C2) = gh + Jg (1 t P)2. (2.10) 
Our interest is in the existence of other solutions of (E)-(BC-3) with the 
same gross properties as a given shear flow. Thus, given h > 0, U,, y 0 
and 0 < p < 1, we seek functions 
1 This result is obtained by differentiating (E)2 with respect to y, (E)3 with respect 
to x, and equating (r + y), and (VT + y),*. 
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which satisfy 
*m! + *,, = y 9 0 < Y < 17(x), --co<x<co, m 
9(x, 0) = 0, (BC-1) 
#(x,44) = Uoh, (BC-2) 
and 
(+4x2 + A,?(x, rl(x)) + 2m(4 = 39 + GV + 14”. (BC-3) y 
The problem as it stands has the unpleasant feature that the domain 
definition of the stream function is not specified. We shall now show how to 
solve an equivalent problem on a strip of fixed width U,,h. 
Suppose (I/, v) is a smooth2 solution of (E)-(BC3). We introduce the 
function 
@(.4 = 4% y) + i~(X,Y), z = x + iy, (2.11) 
where @ is analytic in [0 < y < n(x), -CO < x < CQ] and satisfies 
s(x, 0) = 0, s(x, 71(x)) = U,h and r(0, 0) = 0. (2.12)” 
@ is nothing more than the complex velocity potential associated with the 
region [0 < y < q(x), -cc < x < co] which produces a total volumetric 
flow U,,h. If there are constants “r-05 such that 
then @ has an inverse 
x(E) = x(r, 4 + ir(r, 4, 5 = x + is, (2.13) 
which is analytic in the strip [--co < r < 00, 0 < s < U,,h] and satisfies 
y(c 0) = 0, Y@> Uoh) = 4++, u&)), and x(0,0) = 0. (2.14) 
If we let Y(r, s) = $(x(1, s), y(r, s)), we find that Y satisfies 
Y~,+Ys,=~(yT2+ysl)r --oc)<r<oo, o<s<qh, 
Y(r, 0) = 0, 
y(r, ud) = Wi 
y 2yy 2 (r, Uoh) + %~(r, Uoh) = 2gh + Uo2(1 + 1-4~. T s 
2 7 E Cl(- co, co), +h E C1[O < y Q T(X), - 03 -c x < m] n CBIO < y < dx), 
- m<x<a~]and[~I,~~~~,/~~:Iand~~~,IgMforsomeM>Owillsuffice. 
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The following converse result also applies. Suppose y  and Y are smooth 
and satisfy: 
Yrr + Yss = 0 
and 
y(r, 0) = Y(r, 0) = 0, 
qr, U,h) = U,h, 
(BC-1)” 
(BC-2)e 
(BC-3)X 
Suppose further there are constants p1 - /3a such that 
0 < tQ1 < Ys d 132 and j yT 1 < 83. (2.15) 
Then, the mapping ~(5) = x(r, s) + iy(r, s), with E = r + is and X(Y, s) the 
unique solution of 
XT = ys, X6 = -yT 3 and x(0,0) = 0, 
has an inverse 
which is analytic in the strip [0 < y  < q(x), -cc < x < CO] and satisfies 
s(x, 0) = 0, and r(0, 0) = 0. 
7 is defined by T(X) = y(W(x), U,,h) and 8(t) is the unique solution of 
+qq, U&) = 4 tE(-co, co). 
Moreover, the function I,!J(x, y) = Y(r(x, y), s(x, y)) satisfies (E)-(BC-3). 
In the light of this last result, it suffices to look for functions 
which satisfy (E)#-(BC-3)” and an estimate of the form(2.15). 
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3. EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
In this section we shall establish the existence of nontrivial periodic 
solutions of (E)#-(BC)“. The following normalization will prove convenient. 
We let 
U,hw = s, 
U& = r, 
U&8(4 4 = WJoXl, U&4, 
hY(Z, w) = y( UoAl, U,hw). 
In terms of the new variables, (E)#-(BC)” become 
(3.1) 
UZY,, + Y,, = 0 
*Qu d- Qww = 2P(~2y12 + Yw”) I
---NJ < I < co, 0 < w < 1, (E)# 
and 
Y(Z, 0) = Q(Z, 0) = 0, (BC-I)# 
QV, 1) = 1, (BC-2)# 
Q W" 
ff*y,2 $ Y 2 (1, 1) + 2F[Y(Z, 1) - 11 = (1 + d2. w 
The parameters u2 and r are given by 
h 
cl2 zzz _ 
A 
and r=+$>o 
0 
and the basic shear flow becomes 
(Q, W, 4 = ((1 - CL) w + w2; 4, O<P<l 
We seek solutions of (E)#-(BC)” of the form 
Q(k 4 = (1 - P>W + pw2 + 44 w), 
Y(Z, w) = w + EU(Z, w), 
(BC-3)# 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
where E is small and q and u are even and 27r periodic in 1. A simple computa- 
tion shows that u and q must satisfy: 
@% + %w = 0 
u2911 + 4ww = 4@u, + 2&J2@ + %I”), 
W* 
u(Z, 0) = q(Z, 0) = q(Z, 1) = 0, (BC-l)* 
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and 
(1 + CLY %J - ru - (1 + p) qw = ; [qw” + 2ruu, - (1 + py (Aq + z&2)] 
+ 2ru[&q $ z&2] on w=l. 
(BC-3)” 
For any nonnegative integer N we let G!?..~.~ be the prehilbert space of 
C”, even, 2a periodic functions equipped with the norm 
/j u 11; = f  j-w (u’“)(Z))~ dl. 
kc=0 --a 
(3.5) 
4i2n.N is its closure. Clearly, if u E 8z12n,N , then u is ON-r). 
To proceed, we shall need a representation theorem for the even, 27r periodic 
solutions of the boundary value problem: 
U2%, + &no = 0, 
u2!7,, + 4wo = 4tLUW + 2V(u2f4t2 + u,“), 
q(Z, 0) = q(Z, 1) = u(Z, 0) = 0, (3.6) 
u(Z, 1) = ii(Z) E 6;2n,2. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any ti(-)~cr?~~,~, the solution to the boundary vaZue 
problem (3.6) is given by 
u(Z, w) = j-* G,(Z, w; 1’) u(Z’) dl’ (3.7) 
-77 
and 
q(Z, w) = 4~ s:, s:, /lg G,(f, w; I’, w’) H,(Z’, w’; t) J(t) dt dl’ dw’ 
+ 2/*-c 1; J”T 
-* 
G,(Z, w; I’, w’) [uZ (Jn I#‘, w’; t) W$ 
-77 
w’; t) a(t) dt)‘] dl’ dw’. (3.8) 
The functions G, , HI , II , G, , and H, are defined by 
G,(Z, w; 1’) = ; 
m 
+ + 1 
sinh nuw cos nZ cos nl’ 
sinh no (3.9) n=1 
H,(Z, w; 1’) = G,, = ; 
m 
; + C 
nu cash nuw cos n2 cos nl’ 
a=1 sinh nu 
(3.10) 
m n sinh nuw sin nZ cos nl’ 
I,(Z, w; 1’) = G12 = ; C 
sinh no 9 (3.11) n=1 
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G&Z, w; l’, w’) 
l w’(w2- l) + f sinh nuw’ sinh no(w - 1) cos nl cos nl’ u- 77 
?A=1 nu sinh no 
zzz 
i-r 
0 < WI < w, 
* 
l ,(,;- l) + c 
sinh now sinh nu(w’ - 1) cos nl cos 1’ 
77 , 
?A=1 
no sinh nu I 
\ w < w’ d 1, (3.12) 
H,(Z, w; I’, w’) = G,, 
sinh nuw’ cash nu(w - 1) cos nl cos nl’ 
sinh no 1 
2 
0 < wf < w, 
cash now sinh nu(w’ - 1) cos nl cos nl’ 
sinh nu 
The solutions are 
The first derivatives are given by 
u,(h w) = jr H,(l, w; E’) ~(1’) dl’, 
--n 
u,(Z, w) = 1” I#, w; I’) z%(T) dl’, 
--71 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
and 
a#, 4 = 4~ l: j-y, j-1, f4K w; I’, w’) H,(Z’, w’; t) C(t) dt dl’ dw’ 
+ 2p~ J‘: Jr, {I, H,(Z, w; I’, w’) [u’ (f;,z(& W’; t) “(t) df)’ 
+ (s;, f&U’> w’; t) u(t) dt)“] dl’ dw’, (3.16) 
and on the surface w = 1, the derivatives are obtained by setting w = 1 in the 
above expressions. 1 
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I f  we now insert the formulas (3.14)-(3.16) into (K-3)* and make use 
of the identity 
H,(Z, 1; Z’, w’) f&(1’, w’; t) c(t) dt dl’ dw’ 
we find that to solve (E)*-(BC-3)*, it suffices to find a u(.) E L?2,,,z which 
satisfies 
(1 + # jw E&(1, 1; 1’) u(Z’) dl’ - (T + 2&l + p)) ii(E) = Jqql). 
-77 W” 
For any a(-(-) E 82T,z , F(B) is defined by 
F(ti)(l) = - 2p j’ jr H,(Z, I ; l’, w’) J(ii)(E’, id) dl’ dw’ 
0 --n 
+ 2p2 [q, + E j1 j= 
0 -77 
H,(Z, 1; 1’, w’) J(@)(l’, w’) dl’ dw’]’ 
+ I’ii(E) s” l&(2, 1; 1’) ~(1’) dl’ 
-77 
8[-U + Pj2 + 2qg J(W, 1) (3.17) 
and 
J(iq)(E, w) = 02 (s’i I#, w; 1’) u(V) dZ’12 + (j-” H,(L w; I’) fi(E’) dr)2 
-77 -97 
(3.18) 
To proceed, we shall need properties of the operator F defined in (3.17). 
These are established by an examination of the separate terms in F and 
are summarized in 
LEMMA 3.2. The function F of (3.17) maps #252n,2 into 82zn,1 . Moreover, 
for any M > 0 and functions (c, V) # (0, 0) E c&,~ x &‘21f,2 satisfying 
// u II2 < M and 11 a \I2 < M we have 
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The constant C depends on M, E, u, and r and may be chosen independent of ~1 
for 0 6 p ,< 1. Moreover, as u -+ O+, F has the asymptotic form 
FW = (y - 2P + r - ;, 62 + E(4$ - r) fi2 + 2E2p2u2 
+ 41) as u + Of 1 (3.19) 
If we look at (IE)* when P = 0, we find that the equation has nontrivial 
solutions 
u = a cos nl 
when 
r = (I + ~)” nu cash nu 
Our interest is in the case n = 1. We want solutions i~(l(l; C) in &2P,2 with the 
property that lim,,,,+ ~(2; C) = cos 1. 
If we write r = (1 + p)2 u cash u/sinh u - 2~(1 + CL) + 8, we find that 
(IE)* may be written as 
(1 + d2 [jn El&, 1; t) ii(t) dt - --1T us;;;huu z%(l)] 
= t%(l) + <F@)(Z). w * 
This equation has a solution ZZ(., 6) satisfying the normalization condition 
lim,,o+ @(Z, l ) = cos 1 iff ri(*) and 6 satisfy 
z%(Z) = cos I + j* k,(Z, t)[eF@)(t) + 
-7r 
8=--f = 
77 s 
F(a)(t) cos t dt. 
-fl 
The kernal k, is given by 
&i(t)] dt (IE)*# 
(3.20) 
k,(2, t) = ’ 
1 
4 +P)” u cash u 
2 f1 - sinh u ) 
+li 
cos nl cos nt 
n=2 nu 
( 
cash na 1 cash u ’ 
----- smh nu n sinh u ,I 
(3.21) 
The observation that 
1 1 
?E cash no 1 cash a = cash 2a 1 cash u 
(3.22) 
sinhnu B-Y n smh u sinh2u --___ 2 sinh u 
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together with the form of the kernal k,(Z, t) implies that the operator 
422,.1 - g E g22n.2 3 i n - -7 g(s) cos s ds = 01 
and satisfies the following bounds 
1 
+ 
1 
i 
u cash u -1 1 cash 2a 1 coshu 
sinh u sinh2a --___ 
2 sinh u 
(1 + cLj2 
I!fll, . (3.23) 
The fact that F depends linearily on r (and hence S) implies that for E 
sufficiently small one may uniquely solve (3.20) for 8 = S(ti; c) in terms of 
ti(.) and E. The results of Lemma 3.2 and the contraction mapping principle 
now guarantee the existence of a number c(u) such that for 0 < E < z(u), the 
integral equation (IE)*#, with 6 = a(~, E), has a unique solution G(e) E 8a211,2. 
Thus, for 0 < E < z(u) the problem (E)#-(BC-3)” has nontrivial solutions 
u and q which are even and 2~ periodic in 1. The asymptotic form of F as 
u + O+ [see (3.19)] together with the fact that the constant in (3.23) = O(u--2) 
imply that g(u) may be taken as O(u2) as u + O-. For E = O(G) < Z(U), we 
find that 
u cash u 
‘- (1 ‘~)” sinha _ 24 1 + p) _ qu2> J”7I F@)(s) cm s ds 
-77 
=1-p+ (1 + CLYu2 
3 
_ o(u2) s”,, F(u)(s) cos s ds 
i? 
but we are not able to ascertain whether such solutions are subcriticaE 
(r - (1 - p2) > 0) or supercritical (P - (1 - p2) < 0). This result should 
be contrasted with case E = o(u2). Then, 
(1 + p)” r=1-@a+ 3 cr2 + 402) 
and solutions are subcritical. 
We shall now examine in detail the behavior of solutions of 
(1 -+ ,uL)2 1” &(I, I; I’) ii dl’ - (T + 24 1 + p)) z%(Z) = cF(a)(Z) (IE)* 
4 
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as 0 --f O+. We shall show that if E and r are chosen as 
E = k‘W and (1 + ELI2 r=1-pa+ 3 ru2 + o(u2), (3.24) 
then (IE)* has nontrivial solutions zi(., u) E 8sj2n,2 for 0 < D small. 
These solutions are normalized so that the function u,,(.) defined by 
u,(l) = lim,,,+ 2c(Z, u) satisfies 
my u,(2) = u,(O) = 1. (3.25) 
The limit function u,,( *) also satisfies 
24; + ru* + 3 uo” = 0, (3.26) 
and 
u,(O) = 1 and u,‘(O) = 0. (3.27) 
The parameter q is given by q = k2( 1 - 4~ + p2)/( 1 + c~)~ and the number r 
appearing in (3.24) and (3.26) is chosen so that the solution of (3.26) and 
(3.27) has 2n aa its minimum period. Depending on the magnitude and sign 
of q, r may be taken positive or negative. This establishes the existence of 
supercritical as well as subcritical solutions to our problem for small positive 
u’s. 
To proceed, we shall need the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let ii(.) E cf2‘2,,2 and let 
Then, 
H,(iz)(Z) = j” H,(Z, 1; 1’) @(l’) dl’. 
-?r 
WW 2g$+ a(r) - f$@ + o(u2); i.e., 
- 
II ( 
H,(E) - ii+ F)’ (I) dI]l” = o(9) as u---f O+. 
-77 
Moreover, if ii( .) E &212n,4 , then 
= Li ( H,(e) - ii + F)’ (I) dZ]1’2 O4 --a < 7ip41, I 
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Proof. A routine calculation shows that 
(H,(u) - u + qg (I) 
and hence that 
1 no cash nu 
$a2 
sinh na 
- 1 - T] cos nz cos nt t ii(t) dt 
t 
Of course U, = Sfn cos n&(E) dl. We must now show that for a given 
g(a) E gin,2 and E > 0 
1 cc 
-Cl 
na cash na n2D2 2 
7-r T&=1 sinh no 
- 1 - -+ iTn2 sg &Y4 
provided a is sufficiently small. Making use of the identity 
na cash ncr - sinh na nw 1 no n2a2 ---= 
sinh ncr 3 sinh na s 
s sinh s ds - I_- 
0 3 
we find that the tail of the series satisfies 
1 m 
T I[ 
na cash na - 
n=iv+~l sinh na 
n4ii n2. 
The hypothesis a(-) E 822n,2 implies that Cz=, &in2 < co and hence we can 
find an N(E; @) such that 
97rE2 
n4ziQ2 < ___ 
n=N(e;ri+l 2 . 
Having chosen such an N, we now estimate the first N terms of the series. 
The identity 
WJ COST no - sinh nu n2ff2 -___ 
sinh na 3 
J 
- n4u4 1 no 
18 f  6 sinh na 
S3 s’nh S dS o 1 __-__ 
n2u2 
1+7 
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implies that the first N terms are dominated by 
no cash no 
sinh nu 
which in turn gives the desired result. The preceding computation also 
implies that when ZZ( *) E 8s’zn,a 
na cash nu 
sinh nu 
and this completes the proof. 
We now let 
E = k2u2 and r = 1 - /&2 + 0 + f” ru2 + 44. 
The results of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 imply that if (IE)* has a solution G(*, u) 
which satisfies the normalization condition (3.25), then the limit function 
u,(l) must satisfy the initial value problem (3.26) and (3.27). 
If z~s satisfies (3.26)-(3.27), then we obtain immediately that 
where 
(uo))2 = (Y + q - YU2 - qu”) 
= 4(1 - %I>(% - U2)(% - %h (3.28) 
u2 = -k + 4) + 4r + CM - 3q) 
2q 
, (3.29) 
and 
u3 = -(r + 4) - l/k + !I>@ - 37) 
2!l 
(3.30) 
Throughout, we shall assume that (Y + q)(v - 3q) > 0. This implies that 
r<-q or r b 3% if q > 0, (3.31) 
and 
r < 3q or 7 2 --4, if q < 0. (3.32) 
When q 2 0, the formulas for u2 and ua imply that u2 > us . Since the 
right hand side of (3.28) is negative when us < u,, < 1 < u2 , we find that 
the only admissible configuration of roots when q > 0 is ua < u2 < 1. The 
latter inequality implies that r > -3912 and this is compatible with (3.31) 
when r satisfies 
--3q -,(r,(-q 
2 
or r > 3q. (3.33) 
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Moreover, if (3.33) holds, then solutions of (3.26) and (3.27) are periodic 
with period 
These solutions satisfy max[o,r,(r,p)l u,(t) = 1. Thus, if Y  can be found so 
that 
Tl(Y, 4) = 277, (3.35) 
the solutions are compatible with (3.25). Since 
there is a solution of (3.35) in Y > 3q for any q > 0. The observation that 
also guarantees that (3.35) has a solution in --3q/2 < Y -< -4 provided 
y  > 213. 
The situation when q < 0 is similar. Here ug >- u2 and the admissible 
root configuration is ua < 1 < uQ . Th is inequality implies that Y > -3~12 
which is compatible with (3.32). I f  Y 3 -3q/2, then all solutions are periodic 
with period 
T2(r, q) = 2 j:, [(l - U)(U - C)(qu - QUa)]l/a 
(3.37) 
= 22/z j’ 
dt 
0 [t(l-t)]llz [22/(r+q)(r-3q)(l-t)+(Y 4-3qtd(r+q)(r-3g))t]1~2 . 
Since 
p+? T2(y, 4) = 0 and 
r>-3q/2 
we can, for each q < 0, find an Y > -3q/2 such that T2(r, q) = 2~7. Moreover, 
these solutions are compatible with (3.25). 
409/3911-16 
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Finally, we note that if Y = -3q/2, then the function u,(Z) z 1 is a 2~ 
periodic solution of (3.26) and (3.27). 
Our task is now to show that given E = KV (and therefore q = 
k2(1 - 4~ + p2)/(1 + /A)~) there is a pair r and a(., u) which satisfies (IE)* 
and has the asymptotic form: 
r = 1 - ,u2 + (1 + ‘)32 ‘(*) O2 + o(u2) and ~(2, u) = u,(Z) + o(1) 
(3.38) 
as u -+ O+. Of course us(*) satisfies (3.25) through (3.27) and r(q) is chosen 
so that 27r is the minimum period of u,,(e). We shall in fact show that there 
are solutions of (IE)* of the form: 
and 
qz, u) = u,(Z) + a2?J(Z), 
(3.39) 
and that except for certain discrete values of q, the choice of A in (3.39) 
is arbitrary. 
If (IE)* has a solution of the form proposed in (3.39), then a routine 
calculation shows that A and v must satisfy: 
I * --n J(Z, 1’; u) u(Z’) dl’ - y 
F& + u%)(z) - j-1, ](I, 2’; 0) u&Z’) dz’ - ‘$ @I] 
(3.40) 
Here, 
nu cash no - sinh nu 
u2 sinh no I 
cos nZ cos nZ’, (3.41) 
and the operator F appearing in (3.40) is defined in (3.17) and is evaluated 
when the parameters E and r are given by 
E = kW and 
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To analyze (3.40) we are obliged to take a close look at the right hand 
side of the equation. We first observe that for any real number 01 and any 
w(.) E 8zw,z , the function F(u, + a~)(.) may be written uniquely at 
quo --i- a+) = quo)(z) + cqu, ; w)(E) + ;Q(u, ; w)(Z) i- ; C(u, ;w)(Z). 
(3.42) 
The operators L, Q, and C are independent of 01 and are defined by 
Lb0 ; WP) = -$(uo +d(Z) jazo, 
Qho ; w)(z) = &up + aw)(z) /I=o, (3.43) 
and 
C(uo ; w)(Z) = g&o + ~W>(O ju-(l . 
wo ; . ) is a bounded linear map from e,,,2 into Gszir,r and has the asymptotic form 
-&I ; w)(Z) = (1 - 4P + P2) u,(Z) w(l) + aM(uo ; w)(Z), (3.44) 
where 
II Mb, ; w)lll < B, II w I12 > (3.45) 
and B, is independent of u.~ The operators Q and C satisfy 
and (3.46) 
/I C(u, ; w)& + " '@' ii"w' Iv;;: ; ')"l < B, , 
for all (w, v) # (0,O) E 82izn,2 x 8z‘2n,2. The constant B, depends on 
max[J w /j2, /I v 112] and is independent of u. Equations (3.42)-(3.46) follow 
from the definition of the operator F(-) [see Eq. (3.17)] and from the fact 
that go(.) is a periodic C” function. 
3 In the sequel the term ‘independent of U’ will mean it may be chosen independently 
of D for D in compact sets of the form 0 < u < oO. 
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Equations (3.42) and (3.44) imply that solving (3.40) is equivalent to 
solving 
j” 
--a 
](I, I’; u) v(P) dl’ - ($$ + qu,,(Z)) v(Z) - + u,,(Z) 
a4k2 
+ 6U + P>” 
C(u, ; v)(Z) “2 G(v)(Z). (3.47) 
The function S(Z; u) is defined by 
p”(z, 4 = c2 [ (1 Fp), R&,)(Z) - j”, J(Z, 1’; u) z+,(Z’) dl’ + ‘+) us(Z)]. 
(3.48) 
It is an even, 2rr periodic, C” function satisfying 
with B, is independent of u. That the above inequality is true is a conse- 
quence of the asymptotic properties (in u) ofF(u,)(Z) and j”n j(Z, I’; u) ~~(2’) dl’ 
for periodic C” functions u,,(.) and the fact that u,,(.) satisfies (3.26). 
LEMMA 3.4. Let g(.) E K21r,l . Then, finding a pair A and v(.) E #22n,2 
which satisfies 
jn 
-77 
J(Z, 2’; u) v(Z’) dZ’ - ($ + *u,(Z)) v(Z) - + u,(Z) = g(Z) (3.50) 
is equivalent toJinding such a pair which satisfies the integro-diSferentiaZ equation: 
= -3g(Z) - u jr k(Z, I’; 4[3g + 4, + (r(q) + %u&l(~‘) d’. -77 (3.51) 
The kernal k is given by 
44 1’; 4 = & j$ [ 
nu sinh nu 3 -- 
nu cash no - sinh nu no I 
n cos nZ cos nl’, (3.52) 
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andfor any g(,) E dtzn,l , JrT k(2, 1’; ff) g(V) dl’ satisjies 
where 
/I j; k(., 1’; u)g(l’) dl’ /lo <. C /: g II, , 
x 
(3.53) 
(3.54) 
p sink p 
p cash p - sinh p 
Proof. The lemma follows from the observation that if 
.i 
n 
j(l, 1’; u) w(Z’) dl’ = F(l) E c%~,, 
--TI 
then 
cos nl cos nl’ F(1’) dl’, 
I 
w(l) = A $- f” [; f [ nu ,offb”“l;nh no ] cos nZcosnl.]F(L’), 
77 ?a=1 
and 
n2a2 sinh no 
TZ(T cash no - sinh nu I 
cos nl cos nl’ F(Z’) dl’. 
1 
In this sequel, v  -+ G(v) will denote the mapping from &2’21r,2 into ~$?a=,~ 
defined by the right hand side of (3.47). The mapping v---f T(v) from ~$~.a 
into 8iW,s is defined in terms of G(v) as follows: 
T(v)(Z) == -3G(v)(E) + CJ j” k(Z, 1’; o)[3G(v) + Au, + (r(q) + 3qu,)](l’) dl’. 
-* (3.55) 
The detailed structure of T is not important; what is crucial is that T is 
linear in A and satisfies 
and 
II T(v)ilo < W u 112) 
I T(v) - T(w)ll, < 4(mWl 21 II2 , II w lld it v - w II2 
(3.56) 
for any (v, W) # (O,O)E J?a,,,a x 8iv,a. The constant B, depends on 
max[/ v  /I2 , (/ w jj2] and is independent of D. 
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In the light of Lemma 3.4 we see that to find a pair A and v(.) E 8aaznSz 
which solves (3.47), it suffices to find such a pair which satisfies 
q4 + (W + 3qd~)) 44 = W)(Z) - ~zc,(4 (3.57) 
To discuss the solvability of (3.57) we are forced to analyze the problem 
w"(Z) + (r(q) + 3qu,(l)) w(Z) = t(Z) - flu,(Z). (3.58) 
Here t(.) is an arbitrary element of 8z,,O . 
In what follows w,,(e) will denote the unique solution of 
W" + (r(q) + 3qu,) w = 0, w,(O) = 0 and WC)‘(O) = 1, (3.59) 
and We the unique solution of 
wit + (@ + 3q%l) w = 0, WE(O) = 1 and ~~'(0) = 0. (3.60) 
wO(*) and wE(-) are linearly independent solutions of 
W" + (r(q) + 3q%l) w = 0. (3.61) 
The former is an odd function while the latter is even. If r(q) + 3q/2 = 0 
(and hence h(Z) = I), then 
q>O, 
q = 0, 
4 < 0, 
(3.62) 
and 
cos 39 z 4 4 > 0, 
WE(Z) = 1, 4 = 0, (3.63) 
cash 3lPl ___ z, q < 0. 2 
When r(q) + 3q/2 # 0 [and hence by (3.32) and (3.33), r(q) + 3q/2 > O] 
we have 
W,(Z) = UO’W 
2 
-F-- = - 2r(q) + 3q uo'(4 uo (0) 
and 
u,‘(Z) z ds 
WE(Z) = -yy J -. 
0 I, (uo’)2w 
(3.65) 
(3.64) 
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The constant C, given by 
the number Zr # 0 E (-‘rr, V) satisfies 
and 
P(s) = r(q) + q - r(q) s2 - qs3. (3.68) 
P is positive for do < s < 1 and (~01)~ = P(u,)(Z). 
The following result will be needed when r(q) + 3q/2 > 0 and r+(.) is 27~ 
periodic. 
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(3.66) 
(3.67) 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that r(q) + 3q/2 > 0 and that we(.) is 23r periodic. 
Then, 
s 
m u,(Z) ~~(1) dZ = 
0 24 co ’ 
(3.69) 
Proof. We shall prove the result when the number l1 appearing in (3.65) 
is in (0, v). The fact that 
37 24; + r(q) 240 + y  urJ” = 0 
and 
w”E + T(q) WE + 3quowE = 0 
implies that 
3l = z j uo2(z) WE(~) dz = (uo’wd 1; - (w~‘uo> I;; . 
0 
Since u,,( .) and wE( a) are even and 2rr periodic, we have 
u,‘(O) = u,‘(x) = WE’(O) = WE’(“) 
and hence 
3q n 
-z-O s 
uo2(Z) ~~(1) dl = 0. 
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The last result implies 
r(q) 1,” u,(Z) w&) dl = - s: “(Ze’(‘) /II --& 
(3.70) 
= (u,‘)~(Z) l 
-2c, s 
ds 2=n + 1 
-4 2, (uo’Y(s) z-0 xl 
* dZ 
. 0 
The first term on the right hand side of the above equation vanishes because 
the function (u~‘)~ (1) jt ds/(uo’)2 ( s vanishes at Z = 0 and Z = r and this in ) 
turn yields the desired result. 
We are now in a position to discuss the solvability (3.58). We shall first 
consider the case where the solution r+(.) of (3.60) is not 2~ periodic. Here 
we find that for every t(.) E &2zn,o and (1 (3.58) has a unique solution 
in ens2 which is given by 
where 
w&Z) = j-” w(Z, Z’)[t(Z’) - Au,(Z’)] dl’, 
0 
(3.71) 
w(Z, I’) = 
t 
WOWS, 0 < I’ < 1 
WE(Z) w,(V), z < I’ < 37 - + w,(Z) w&‘). 
(3.72) 
E 
The solution satisfies 
II wt,,n - wta,n II2 G B, II t, - tz llo , (3.73) 
(3.74) 
We now turn to the case where wE(.) is 2~ periodic. Two subcases must 
be considered. The first is where r(q) + 3q/2 > 0. Here (3.58) has a solution 
in #2:n,2 iff 
(1 = wd co 
97 I = t(Z) wE(Z) dl. 0 (3.75) 
The above condition follows from the Fredholm Alternative applied to the 
self adjoint operator: 
f + w?> + 3Po) + ( even, 2z- periodic boundary conditions) 
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and Lemma 3.5. When A and t(.) satisfy (3.75), the solution of (3.58) is 
given by 
w,,,(l) = AWE(l) + pz(l, l’)[t(l’) - Au,(l’)] dl’, (3.76) 
0 
where A is an arbitrary constant and 
p,(l)w&‘); 0 d 1’ < 1, 
5(zy I’) = ~w,(Z)w,(l’); 1 < I’ < n. 
(3.77) 
The solution (A, w~,~(.)) satisfies 
II w t1,,4 - Zh2,A 112 < 43 II t, - t2 I10 
and 
(3.78) 
where 
(3.79) 
(3.80) 
The other case to be considered is where wE(.) is 2n periodic and 
r(q) + 3q/2 = 0. These conditions reduce to the restriction that q = 2n2/3 
with n is an integer. When this constraint is satisfied we find that (3.58) is 
solvable iff - 
A- li 
s 
t(1) dl = 0, n = 0, 
-77 
i 
n t(1) cos nl dl = 0, 12 > 1. 
-77 
Moreover, if (3.81), holds, the solution is given by 
wFi(l) = A + 1 f” [t(l’) - A] dl’ + [” l’[t(l’) - A] dl’, 
‘0 * 2 
while if (3.81), holds the solution is given by 
sin nl 
w;yi,n(z) = A cos nl + __ 
.I‘ 
1 
12 
cos nl’[t(l’) - A] dl’ 
0 
cos nl * 
+n s 
sin nl'[t(l') - A] dl’. 
2 
(3.81) 
(3.82) 
(3.83) 
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The constant A appearing in (3.82) and (3.83) is arbitrary. These solutions 
satisfy 
II @!A - f&A I!2 G 10 II t1 - t, 110 7 
and (3.84) 
II 4,nla.n - QL4.n 112 < lb II t1 - t2 110 * 
We are now in a position to analyze the solvability of the integro-differential 
Eq. (3.57) for o < u small. 
The results (3.72) and (3.73) imply that if w=(*) is not 27~ periodic then for 
any fixed A solving (3.57) is equivalent to solving 
v(Z) = j: w(Z, I’)[T(v)(Z’) - Az#)] dl’. (3.85) 
That this last equation is uniquely solvable in #sVV2 for o < CJ small is a 
direct consequence of the estimates (3.56) and (3.73) and the contraction 
mapping principle. 
We now turn to the situation when wr( .) is 2~ periodic and r(q) + 3q/2 > 0. 
Here we are lead to consider the system 
fl = w7) co 
I 
= 
rr W)(Z) WE(Z) dz 0 
and 
v(Z) = Aw,(Z) + j’cii(Z, Z’)[T(n)(Z’) - ho(Z’)] dl’. 
0 
For a given v(.) E &2bzrr,2 , (3.86), takes the form 
A = 2,($ co [m,(u,) + um2(uo ; v) + um&o ; v)A]. 
(3.86) 
(3.86); 
m1 is independent of v(.) and A while m, and m3 are independent of A and 
satisfy 
) m&, ; v)l + ’ m& ; ywyp ; w)l < B, ) i = 2, 3, (3.87) 
where B, = B,(max[/l a 11s , )/ w /I,]) and may be chosen independently of u. 
These results are a direct consequence of (3.17), (3.47), and (3.55). It now 
follows that for 0 < u small (3.81), is uniquely solvable and the solution 
def 2r(q) co 
A = A@, ; v) = Muo> + um2(uo ; ~11 P7 
[ 1 - “(2 co um&, ; v)] 
(3.88) 
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satisfies 
I 44 - 44 < 4 > (3.89) 
where 
1 + 2 i G)l I Co I her +- 1 m 
1 
i + a~ 
7 
B 
[ 1 
- R _ 2 I y(q)l I cn I 8 . rr [ 1 2”l +)I I G I 4 1 ’_ 7r 
(3.90) 
If we now replace A by A(u, ; V) in (3.86), , then the contraction mapping 
principle guarantees that the equation is uniquely solvable provided 0 < u 
is sufficiently small. The analysis of the case r(q) + 3q/2 = q = 0 is 
similar. 
We now turn to the remaining case r(q) + 3q/2 = 0 and q = 2n2/3 with 
71 is a nonzero integer. Here we are confronted with the system 
s n WW’) cos nl’ dl’ = 0, ” 
and 
sin nl 2 
v(Z) = A cos nl + n 1 cos nZ’[T(v)(Z’) - A] dl’ (3.91) 
0 
cos nl 
s 
l7 
+-ii- 
sin nZ’[T(v)(Z’) - A] dl’, 
1 
where A is an arbitrary constant. The problem here is to show that if 0 < (J 
is small, then (3.91), generates a well defined mapping v--f (1”(~, ; v) which 
satisfies an estimate of the form (3.89). That this is true follows from a 
detailed analysis of v + T(v) when u,(Z) = 1 [recall T depends on u,, as 
well as v and that when r(q) + 3q/2 = 0, u,(Z) = 1.1 We now replace A by 
4% ; v) in (3.91), and find that for 0 < u small (3.91), has a unique 
solution in k?a62,.2 . 
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